SHORT, MEDIUM AND LONG TERM SUGGESTIONS FROM
STUDENTS (S), TEACHERS (T) AND PARENTS (P)

NETBOOKS

HAIKU/ONENOTE

BINDERS/PLANNER

BOOKS/JOURNALS/COMPOSITION
NOTEBOOKS

Leave the netbooks at school
when not needed at home (in a
charging cart).
Provide a storage place so they
are not carried each day.

Reading logs could be kept on
OneNote. It eliminates the weight
of one composition notebook.

Use plastic binders instead
of a 2” heavy binder.

Leave their Spanish book/journals
in class when not needed at home.
They would like to do this for all of
their classes.

Leave netbook at Panther time.
Have extra chargers available
in the classes so they don’t
have to bring them to school.
Some netbooks don’t hold a
charge. Students need to bring
charger so he is certain that
netbook will have enough
battery.
Extra plugs in the classrooms.
Have teachers tell students
when they will need their
netbooks.
Write on their planners/haiku
when they will need their
netbooks.
Lower weight computers

Put all assignments on Haiku and
have them turn everything in
online 
to eliminate extra paper
.

Put syllabus and class contracts on
line.

Replace paper planner with
Haiku or an online calendar

Take out the front section of
the planner and past months
and (keep it in a file at
home).

Have access to textbooks online
(E.g. The book they use in Fitness
class is online).

Leave composition notebooks in
the classroom 
when they don’t
need to take home.

Have paperback personal reading
books. No hardcover.

SHORT, MEDIUM AND LONG TERM SUGGESTIONS FROM
STUDENTS (S), TEACHERS (T) AND PARENTS (P)

CLASSROOM:
ORGANIZATION
Have a supply bin for extra
paper
to avoid carrying extra
paper in their binders.

Have supply bins with extra
markers
to avoid carrying them
in their backpacks.

Have a space (closet, room) to
store the rest of the supplies.
Markers, papers, pencils,
erasers, etc. that will be used
during the school year.

Provide cubbies, shelves,
baskets or containers
to leave
composition notebooks.

Use P.E. lockers for jackets,
coats,
books,
shoes,
lunchboxes. Etc.

CLASSROOM:
ACTIVITY

LUNCH

SCHOOL

Have a “PURGE DAY” once a
week
. Teachers and students go
through binders and backpacks
and purge unneeded papers using
a purge list.

Have a mid‐morning snack in
order to have a lighter lunch
bag.

Re‐do/update the school supply in
the web page
. Teachers, parents
and students will share the same
info to avoid misunderstandings.

Replace/add water bottle fillers by
entry halls and other areas.

Add cubbies in cafeteria to hold
lunchboxes.

Add coat racks in the hall/by the
stairs.

Add lockers

